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Abstract:

A dynamical mechanism for proton interaction in hadronic

collisions is presented which provides a verification of the

model with an essentially one-dimensional colour force field

in the proton fragmentation region, proposed earlier. We

include here a discussion of the transverse momentum properties

of the final state particles and polarization properties for

hyperons in proton fragmentation.
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1 . Introduction
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Ir> r.n iirr nubl icat ionr, we havs presented a modrl for

[Tctnn rr•afincn tat icn in hadronic collisions [1] and also a

rr!''t; hci i prn For the Dolari/at ion of inclusively produced A-

pjrtirh::: [ ?. , 3 ]. I n ref [1] only the distributions in the

Fpynman xr-variable was discussed for various particles,

including two-particle correlations. In the model an essent-

ially linear colour field is stretched and in particular the

model works in such a way that for very large the final

state baryon in a proton fragmentation region contains two

of the original valence flavours while for smaller xF-values

it is more probable that the baryon contains only one such

flavour. In ref [2] the variation of the A-polarization

with »p was studies! assuming that the A contains a

ud -.iiquark from the proton and an s-quark produced in the

field behind. These results should thus be rLgarded as the

larp,*1- x,- 1 i mit .

In order to extend both the general fragmentation model

to include transverse momentum predictions and to extend the A-

onlarization model to fill Xp-values, it is necessary to have

a more detailed dynamical picture of the original baryon

wave function. We present a (semi-classical) model in which

the three valence quarks of the proton are assumed to move

at the end-points of a Y-shaped string. We show that this

model will lead to an essentially linear colour field in the

final ntato. Wp also exhibit some detailed predictions for

tfi': amount of energy available for qq-pair production in
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the various parts of this field. We finally discuss the

resulting polarization predictions for different hyperons

(A, Z, 5) in a proton fragmentation region as functions of

Xp and p . We feel that the agreement between our model

predictions and the observed E -polarization direction is a

strong indication for the essentially one-dimensional mechanism

in our model.

II. Proton fragmentation model

In ref [1] we made the observation that the x -distribution

of all particles (including both baryons and mesons) is very

similar in proton-, meson- and quark-fragmentation regions.

This can be understood if in all three cases new quärk-anti-

quark pairs are produced in an essentially linear colour

triplet field. We presented a dynamical reaction mechanism

for hadronic collisions where in proton fragmentation a colour

field is stretched as indicated in fig 1. The basic idea is

that a hadronic interaction is local in the sense that to

begin with only one of the valence-quarks (called the I-quark)

is involved. Only when all the energy of the I-quark is used

up, the remaining quarks will get involved in such a way that

the next one (called the J-quark) will use up its energy and

finally the third one gets involved. In that way an essentially

one-dimensional force field is stretched in a piecewi e

manner so that the third valence flavour (called the L-quark)

will be at the end of the force field followed by the J

and finally the I quark flavours.



If the I-quark is red there will then be an r r field

between 3 ond L. If the J-quark is grepn the (LJ)-diquark

113 antihluR and to the left of 3 we have a bb field. We

not if" that the field changer, direction at the J-quark position

so th<it a produced quark is always pulled towards (and an

antiquark away from) the J-quark. Thus when the field is

divided into pieces by qq-production, that piece which contains

the; J-quark will always become a baryon.

We will use the same production mechanism for quark-

antiquark pairs as in the Lund model for a quark jet [4] and

it is necessary at this point to recall a few properties of

this model. If a quark-antiquark [or more generally a colour

3-3) pair starts in one space-time point with large momenta

in opposite directions, a colour force field is stretched

between them. This field is broken by the production of colour

3-3 pairs, qq (or qq-qq) with zero energy, which can be

pulled apart by the field, so that the final result with

asymptotically emerging qq states (mesons) is as shown in

fig 2a. We note that this is an inside-out cascade in the

sence that in any Lorentz frame the mesons which are slow in

that frame are produced first. With a large boost along the

leading quark we may go ta a Lorentz frame (see fig 2b) in

which the "last" meson is produced first in time. Here the

original quark, q , starts with fairly low momentum, and is

r.oon stopped by the force field and follows q . When one

moson ic taken away the remnant system looks just like the

original onn, and the fragmentation has an iterative structure

nr, in a car.cadn jnt model .
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These pictures could also illustrate i.e. an inelastic

electron-meson scattering event [5). If the initial meson

is described by a quark and an antiquark at the ends of a

string (in a yo-yo mode), then fig 2b illustrates the situation

in the rest frame of the initial meson when a quark (or anti-

quark) is hit by the electron. In this case the string is

normally not completely in one space dimension. However

in ref. [5] we have shown that the picture is essentially the

same for the projection on the longitudinal i.e. the momentum

transfer direction. The extension of the string in the trans-

verse directions only provides some extra transverse momentum

to the particles. (For a detailed description ef ref [5]).

For the corresponding baryon fragmentation field we note

that in ref [1] it was assumed that when the J-quark has

exhausted its energy it is retarded to a finite velocity in

the total cms. Then the production of new qq pairs and the

formation of hadrons will look as shown in fig. 3a. If we

would make a boost to the rest frame of the initial proton

this picture is changed into fig 3b where now the J-quark seems

accelerated almost to the velocity of light.

The value of x-, is related to the wave function of the

initial proton. In ref [1] we have assumed that x, is

distributed according to

(1)

ructure
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With the Lund model recipe for dividing the force field into

hadrons this implies around 50* probability for a break between

the L- and J-quarks. This means that we have about equal pro-

babilities that the baryon takes one or both of the initial

quarks» it always takes at least one (the J-quark). For the

I-quark,in ref. [1] we just assumed that the x.-distribution

is flat behind x.. . This implies that the x.-distribution

will be

dP (2)

In that way the probability to find an original proton flavour

in a hadron in the center of the rapidity space will decrease
3m.

as . This number is compatible with the charge asymmetry

between pp- and pp-collisions at the ISR [6],

The model discussed above does not really give m y indication

of the sire of the 3-quark velocity. As will be demonstrated

below this is essential for the energy available in the string

segment between the J- and L-quarks and thus to the possibility

to produce the heavier strange quarks or quarks with large k

in this segment. In order to amend that, we consider a more

detailed (semi-classical) model for the motion of the three

valence quarks in the proton. We will assume that the (massless)

quarks move symmetrically at the ends of three string pieces.

joined in a junction as shown in fig 4[7 ] .The junction itself

will in this picture not carry any energy-momentum - it *c only

a device which moves in such a way that the total tension at

rest of the three string pieces vanishes. It is not difficult
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to show that» on the average, half of the energy of the system

is kinetic energy of the quarks and the other half potential

energy in the strings ("glue"). In fig 5 we show the motion of

this system if one of the valence quarks is made to move in

the direction V due to an interaction with another hadron or

with a lepton in a deep inelastic scattering event. When the

quark (a) moves away a bend on its adjoining string piece will

move towards the junction with the velocity of light. It

reaches the junction at the same time as the other two quarks

(provided the three quarks moved towards the junction at the

moment of the collision). After this the junction will move

with a constant velocity v., which depends on the direction

V of the quark (a). We note that the force from a string on

a massless quark is always along the quark motion and the

quarks (b) and (c) will continue to the "old" turning points (posi-

tion 2 ) . When they turn around they will however be accelerated

in a new direction, such that in a Lorentz frame in which the

adjoining string piece is at rest, the quark vill just move

along the string. We note that when they stop, one of the

quarks ((b) in fig 5) is close to the junction whereas the

other one ( (c) ) is much further away. A simple calculation

tells us that the energy available in the string piece adjoining

(c) is in general large enough to produce qq pairs, thereby

producing a meson containing the quark (c).

For the quark (b), however, the situation is always such

that it will end up too close to the junction for any wissible

particle production. Thus the quark (b) and the junction will

always end up in the same final state hadron which then becomes

a baryon.

I
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Wc hav: only discussed the situation when all the quarks

wrrr moving "inwards" at the time of the interaction with (a).

T hi- other situation when all move "outwards" will result in

an almost identical final state situation.

We have evidently in this semi-classical model obtained a

dynamical situation very similar to the one described above

and in ref [1], with (a), (b) and (c) taking the roles of I,

J and L respectively. There are, however, two differences.

First, there will be a piece of the string between the quark

(b) and the junction where the string cannot break. This will

have the same effect as if the J-quark had a finite mass.

If we interpret fig 3 as a picture in momentum space rather

than in coordinate space, there will be a narrow region around

the J-quark trajectory where new pairs cannot be produced. We

will here neglect this effect.

More important is that the junction moves with a finite

velocity. If the string does not break, the (b) quark will

move back and forth through the junction a number of times,

but after some time the (c) quark, which moves with the velocity

of light, will catch up. If the string has not broken before,

we will assume that it will no more be possible to break it

between the (c) quark and the junction.

To see the significance of this effect it is useful to

consider fig 6. We note that in order to produce a first

rank it- or K-meson a new qq-pair must be produced along the

hyperbolas marked * and K respectively. If the J-quark

(and thu junction) moves with a vrclocity close to the
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velocity of light as in ref [1] (fig 6 a) then both pions and

kaons can be produced with values of z between 0 and (1 - x,)

When the junction moves with a finite velocity (fig 6b) then it

is obvious that the more massive kaons will have a much more

restricted z-range available.

In the string picture developed above there will be a

correlation between the velocity of the junction (which depends

on the direction V of the "kick" in fig 5) and the value of

x.. (which however also depends on the phase in the quark motion

at the time of the "kick"). We will study the string motion and

these correlations in more detail in later work. For the purpose

of this paper it is sufficient to give the junction a constant

velocity v rrecf in the rest frame of the initial proton.

After some algebra we find that the velocity v. of the

junction is given by the following expression, where 6 and <p

are the polar angles for the direction V of the kick in a

frame where the kicked quark initially moved along the z-direction

and the other two quarks in the xz-plane

vi * 98ln2esin y • 4 sin 9cos <p • 1 • 2cos8 • cos 8

Jcosö - 7/2)2
(3)

Thus we find that the average value of v. is given by

2<V2> (0.69)* (4)

In the following calculations we have consequently used this

value instead of v»1 as assumed in ref [1]. It turns out

that the velocity change hardly affects the possibility to

produce non-strange quarks with ordinary p.. Thus the particle
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spectra in ref [1] will not be noticably changed i only the

A-protluction spectrum will be a bit smaller.Only the small fraction

of <v*ntc with strange quark pair production or production

of a cair with large k between the 3- and L-quarks will be

suppressed.

III. Transverse momentum properties

In this section we will consider the transverse momentum

properties of the baryon fragmentation region in some detail.

We note firstly that in accordance with ref [ 8 J the

production of qq- (or more generally colour (3 3)) pairs

along the force field can be treated as a tunneling phenomenon,

which yields a Gaussian distribution of transverse momentum

for the cair (k,,-k 1

dP <* d2kIexp(-kf/a
2)

or quark jets in G G -annihilation the value

<k2> = o2 = (0.44 GeV/c)2

(5)

(6)

i.T. found to reproduce the observed p, distributions, and we

will use the same value of o here. A produced meson will in

that way obtain a transverse momentum given by the vector sum

of the transverse momenta of its two constituents.

Another source of transverse momentum in a fragmentation

region is the primordial k,, i.e. the transverse momentum of

the valence constituents in the original hadronic bound state.

To account fully for the properties of these contributions

nnr needs a complete picture of the baryon wave function.
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Lacking such a picture we will be satisfied with the following

simplified assumptions compatible with the Y-string baryon

model presented above.

1) The three valence-constituents» which in accordance with

the considerations in the first two sections will end up

as the I» J and I quark along the force field, will each

be given a Gaussian transverse momentum distribution

dP, j - 1.J.L (7)

non ,

urn

: n

f

•fce.

with the constraint that

*LJ * KJLL (8)

We will in that way have a parametrization with in principle

a parameter a' at our disposal.

2) This primordial transverse momentum is transferred to the

final state hadron in the same way as the tunneling con-

tribution in eq.(5).Thus the p, of a hadron is the vector

sum of the k± of its two (for a meson) or three (for a

baryon) constituents.

In fig 7 we present the p -spectrum for protons and

A-particles obtained with a value of a' such that

or L 2 / 3 (0.4 GeV/c)' (9)

We note that this is consistent with the primordial k carried

by a quark in a 0IS-event [9] (when also soft gluon emission is

accounted for). As a further check of the x-- and p.-distribution;
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we present in fig. 8 the baryonic jet profile defined in

accordance with the Gchs-Stodolsky considerations IiOj- The

. •_•»: i.ib!-~ x is fjefinrd as

110}

v.»tli *F the ordinary Feynman scaling variable.

We csnpar-- the results to experimental data and note a

•••• r- ral ?coj arrnenent .

IV. Polarization properties of the hyperons

In this section Me will consider the polarization properties

cf the b^ryons, in particular the hyperons in a proton fragmen-

tation region.

We have in earlier papers [2,3] shown that the production

cf auark-antiquark pairs in a uniform force-field imply strong

colarlzation properties. We start by presenting a few relevant

observations in that connection.

In a uniform force-field without concentrations of energy,

transverse momentum or angular momentum, the production of

a QQ-nair with transverse masses u, cannot occur in a point-

like way» It is necessary to make use of a piece of the field

-f rirc I such that (cf fiR 9)

<* » 2»'A fill

•.•.t"rr < — ! OnV/fp is the energy per unit length or the string

!.fn-i^n. Further ir» order to conserve transverse momentum as

discussed in section III, the pair is produced in a state with

total transverse momentum zero, i.e. with and
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respectively. From fig 9 it is obvious that the pair will

be produced with an orbital angular momentum L in the

direction indicated in the figure and with a size

(for k, at 0.3 - 0.4 GeV/c we find L ~ 1). Thus in order to

conserve angular momentum the spins ought to be polarized in

the opposite direction.

We have in ref [ 3] carried through a quantum mechanical

treatment of pair production of spin 1/2 particles by a

tunneling process. We find that the pair is always produced in

a triplet state. Furthermore, if the pair is pulled apart by

a confined colour field, such that all the flux ends at colour

charges i.e. the quark or the antiquark, then the pair is

stronply polarized in just the direction obtained by the simple

argument above. The polarization is strong for k. :> .4 GeV/c

i.e. when L > 1 .

We note th '• the pair production in a homogeneous electric

field would give polarization in the opposite direction [3].

This is so because in this case the particles traverse the

electric field lines and thus there is an induced magnetic

field in the particle rest frame which interacts with the

magnetic moment. In this case also the external electric forces

' give a torque (see fig 10) and therefore the argument based
> g

on angular momentum conservation does not work.

;ith
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In ref [ 2] we have applied this mechanism to the production

of A-narticles in a proton fragmentation region. We note that

a A-particle is in thB constituent quark model an (sud)-state

such that the u- and d-quarks are in an isospin-spin = 0 state,

(ud) . Therefore the polarization of a A-particle is entirely

related to the s-quark. In ref [2 ] we assumed that the s-quark

is produced according to the mechanism above in the colour

field stretched behind a (ud) -diquark stemming from the

original proton. In that way we obtained a prediction for the

A-particle polarization as a function of the transverse momentum

of the A which was in very good agreement bo> h with respect

to sign and size with the ISR-data corresponding to large

Xp-values. With the more detailed beryon production model

discussed above we will now extend our predictions to other

values of xp and also to other hyperon polarizations.

IV A. A-particle polarization.

In accordance with the model of this paper it is possible

to predict the fractions of the produced A-particles which

stem from the different possible production mechanisms. We note

that the model contains A-production according to

(la) The A-particle stems from a (ud) composed of the L- and

J-quarks with the s-quark produced behind the J-quark,

(Ib) The A-particle stems from a (ud) composed of the J-quark

and another (u or d) quark from a piece produced between

I. and J together with an s-quark produced bshind the J-quark,

(II) The A-particle stems from a (ud) built from the J-quark

and a u or d quark produced behind it (eventually the
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I-quark) while the s-quark stems from the field in

between the 3- and L-quark.

(III) The A-particle stems from the decay of a primarily pro-

duced E° or a Y

(IV) The A-particle is one of a pair from baryon-antibaryon

production along the force-field. BB-pairs can be produced

when a diquark-antidiquark pair (colour 3-3) is produced

in the field. We assume that this occurs with the same

probability as in a quark jet as described in ref [11].

In fig 11 we exhibit the fractional A-particle production

according to the mechanisms (I)-(IV) (f.-f^) as a function of

Xp for large energies. (For this purpose we do not differ

between (la) and (Ib)).

According to the production model in this paper the xp-

and the p,-distributions do to a large extent factorize for

a given production mechanism. Due to the Gaussian character

of the k^-distributions both for the tunneling production and

for the primordial contributions the mean s-quark transverse

momentum is proportional to the A transverse momentum. For

the production mechanisms (la) and (Ib) the s-quark and

therefore also the A-particle should be polarized along the

direction p. x P D r of o n • For the production mechanism (II),

where the s-quark will be pulled by the field in the opposite

direction, the polarization should be opposite to p. * p .

A-particles stemming from the decay of Z° and Y* should

retain some part of the original particle polarization. This

\

he
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contribution will be rather small - although we expect it to

be in the same directions as the one from production mechanisms

(la) and (Ib) - and we will neglect it henceforth.

Finally, for the reaction mechanism (IV) we do not expect

any A-polarization, at least not along the normal to the

bnan'-A-plane. In fig 12 we plot the ratio

fI "

IV
(13)

as a function of x.. and we expect that for a fixed p. and

with the absolute size of A-polarization given at xp = 1

',his should provide a prediction for the A-polarizat ion in the

whole fragmentation region. We note that the dependence on

Xp is almost linear, as is also indicated by the experimental

data I12J.

IVB. E°,I -polarization

In the constituent quark model the £ and E are

((ud)1 s) and ((uu). s) states respectively with the index

on the diquark corresponding to spin and isospin 1. As the

E and E are both spin 1/2 particles, the E -polarization

will be opposite to the produced s-quark polarization and its

size will depend upon to what extent the corresponding spin-1

diquark is polarized by itself. These diquarks are often

"spectators" in the ordinary notation, i.e. may stem from the

original proton wave functions, and therefore they should

exhibit no polarization according to conventional wisdom.

T hern are in our opinion, reasons to believe that the production

mechanisms will favour spectator polarizations [13,14lbut we will in
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this paper neglect the question of the absolute size of the

E°-polarization. We may. however, estimate the Xp-dependence

just as for the A-particle. The production mechanisms (I) - (IV)

discussed above are available also for the E° and E particles

and in fig 13 we depict the relative fractions for different

Xp-values. We also show in fig 14 the rctio (13)

as a measure of the expected E° and Z polarizations

along the direction p . x Pr

the

ion

its

n-1

the

Juction

will in

IVC. Z -polarizations

In order to produce E"((dd)1 s) or E ((ss). d or

(ssK u) in a proton fragmentation region it is necessary

to produce at least two new quarks for the hyperon. For Z~

it is possible to take one of the d-quarks from the initial

proton. In our model this quark is then the J-quark and we

have the following possibilities

Ib. The s-quark stems from behind the 3-quark and the new

d-quark from the string segment between 3 and L.

V. The s-quark stems from between 3 and L and the new

d-quark from behind 0.

IV. It is also possible to produce t~ via the BB-pair

production mechanism.

According to our model the produced £"-particles will

be polarized upwards (i.e. along P D r o t o n x Pr-) as the



combined effect of the following properties

1: The quark behind the J-quark (s or d in case Ib and V

respectively) is polarized upwards and the quark between

3 and L (d or s) is polarized downwards, because it is

pulled in the opposite direction by the colour field.

2: Mechanise, Ib dominates over V.

As we have discussed in section II the LJ segment of the

string in general contains less available energy and therefore

less available "space" for the heavier ss-pair production.

A computer simulation also exhibits this property. In fig 15

we show the fractions of produced E according to the

mechanisms Ib, IV and V.

Further, due to the same suppression mechanism the k -

spectrum of the qq-pairs produced in the LJ-segment is in

general more narrow than the k -spectrum for the qq-pairs

produced behind the J-quark. In all relevant situations these

spectra are effectively Gaussian according to our

Monte Carlo simulations with widths such that

2

(14)
0.09 (GeV/c)'

< klNbehind J (GeV/c)

n thn transverse momentum and thereby the polari-

zations of the produced quarks will increase linearly with

the transverse momentum of the E . We note that according

to the additive quark model the different possible quark

polarizations will affect the final state E in different
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ways. To see that we assume that the three quarks, d (the

J-quark), d (the produced d-querk) and s have polarizations

a., a_ and ou ôt.jM , i=1,2,3) respectively. The spin

wave function for a E with spin up (m = +1/2] is given by

-> - /T/61 (15)

hre

in easily understood notation. With the quark polarization

given above and with the assumption that all phases are

randomly distributed, the probability that the spins add up

to a total spin 1/2 pointing upwards, i.e. give a E with

spin up is given by

*

Consequently the resulting Z polarization, P__ , is

(16)

1-

3 +
(17)

This result is illustrated in fig 16. In fig 16a we assume

that the spectator J-quark is unpolarized (a. =0) and show

the E -polarization, P__ , as a function of the polarization

of the other two quarks, ot_ and ou . We note that the

production mechanism Ib (ct2 > 0,a_ < 0) will give P > 0 and

mechanism V (a_ < O.ou > 0) will give P < 0 . W e also note

that the influence of the d-quark polarization (ct_) is

stronger than that of the s-quark. If mechanism Ib dominates

over V obviously E will be polarized upwards.
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As mentioned above it is possible that the initial J-quark

is polarized upwards. In fig 1fib we show the Z -polarization

assuming that a. = 0.5 (50% polarization). We note that

this will increase the Z -polarization but it will not change

the sign. Thus without a detailed model for the possible polari-

zation of the J-quark it is not possible to give a quantitative

prediction for the Z -polarization, although qualitatively we

obtain Z -polarization in the same direction as for I and Ec

This was pointed out already in ref [15].

We note that in case both the produced quarks for the Z

stem from a field behind the J-quark like in a recombination

model [16] , then a Thomas precession mechanism [14] would give

both ct_ l 0 a n d ot_ < 0 . According to fig 16 this mechanism

would then result in a Z polarization which is either very

small or in the opposite direction to the one found for £

and I . Preliminary results show that this is not the case

[17] and this fact provides a strong indication for the essen-

tially one-dimensional force field production presented here,

where the new quarks stem from both sides of the J-quark.

IVD. 5-polarization

To produce a 5 it is necessary to produce two new s-quarks,

In our model one is produced on each side of the J-quark, and

therefore they tend to be polarized in opposite directions.

On the other hand, to form a H the s-quarks must form a

triplet spin state, a (ss),. . If one of the two s-quarks has

k it will thus have a stronger polarization effect and
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the whole ss-pair will be polarized accordingly. The combined

polarization property of the pair is related to the sum of the

orbital angular momenta obtained according to fig. 9 » i.e.

2r (18)

Here the x-direction is chosen along p _ and z along

^proton x P= • As k,, anQ% ^12 n a v B approximately Gaussian

distributions we obtain

" k2x>px_ fixed

For 5 we find approximately the same values of

(19)

ana"

<k,2> as the ones for I given in eq. (14). Therefore an

estimate of the angular momentum in accordance with eqs(1B) and

(19) would be a linear rise with p , _ :

iz '2z
(20)

Thus due to the smaller mass available in the string segment

between the L and 3 quark we expect the 5 particle to be

polarized in the Bame direction as a A-particle.

Once again in case the 3-quark is polarized upwards the

H polarization will increase but not change its direction.

• has
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V. Concluding remarks

':ie have in this paper, based upon a more detailed dynamical

mechanics for- baryon interaction, provided both a verification

of the results for proton fragmentation in ref.[ 1] and amended

the model of that paper with transverse momentum properties

for the final state particles end polarization properties for

the hyperons in a baryon fragmentation region. The semiclassical

dynamics of the Y-shaped baryon string provides an effective

suppression mechanism for the production of heavy 3-3 colour

pairs and of pair production with large transverse momentum in

the string segments between the L and 3 quarks. While this

mechanism hardly affects meson production (there may be a

small suppression of very fast vector mesons, in particular K*)

it will imply some changes in the different possible hyperon

production mechanisms in the model. In particular the production

of strangeness with large transverse momentum in the LJ segments

is affected. This feature is noticeable for the hyperon polari-

zations when we make use of the results in ref [2,3] that qq

rr-rJuction in a uniform force-field implies strong polarization

of (:ho produced pairs. Ws find that the A and ~ particles

will be polarized alonp the direction p. x p .
hyperon proton

while Z°, Z and £ are polarized in the opposite direction.

This is all in agreement with present experimental observations

[17,18], The size of the polarization is however difficult to

predict for £ and for 5 particles without a better knowledge

of a possible 0-querk ("spectator") polarization.
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f
f. Figure captions

1. The final state colour field (or colour flux tube) stretched

i out after an interaction on a baryon. One initial valence

quark ((_) is at the end of the field followed by the other

two (J and I). If L is red and J green the field is antired-

red between L and J and behind J it is blue-antiblue.

2. The breakup of the colour force-field built up from a high

enorpetic oair Q q into final state hadrons shown in the cms
o o

I (fig 2a) and in a system boosted along the q -direction.

I
? 3. The analogue of fig 2 for baryon fragmentation. The trajectory

' of the J-quark is indicated. In this case it happens to go

| into the second rank hadron, which thus becomes a baryon.

I 4. A Y-shaped baryon string model in the rest-system. The quarks

I are at the end-points of the strings.

| 5. The motinn of the Y-shaped baryon string in case the quark

'; marked a is made to move along the direction V by an inter-

action (fig 5a). In this example the angles 0 and <p in

* eq.(3} are TT/2 and 0 respectively. In fig. 5b the quark

^ (a) moves away along V with an adjoining string segment,

and a corner moves with the velocity of light towards the

junction. In fig. 5c a set of positions in time are marked

out with the strings marked by full lines, the quark trajec-

tories with dashed lines and the trajectory of the junction

by a dotted line. In position 2 the quarks (b) and (c) are

at the "old" turnings points and will henceforth be accele-

rated in new directions.

6. A final state pion or kaon can be formed by the L-quark and

and antiquark produced along the hyperbola marked IT or K re-

spectively. If the J-quark moves with very large velocity in

the initial proton rest frame (fig 6a), both pions and kaons

can be produced with z-values between 0 and i-*j' If the

J-quark moves with lower velocity (fig 6b) the z-range for

kaonr, in particular is more restricted.
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The transverse momentum distribution of the protons, A-

and 5 -particles in a baryon fragmentation region according

to the model. Experimental results for A from ref [20]

are normalized with onon-diff.inelastic 26 mb.

8. Thft Ochs-Stodolsky jet profiles for baryon number dB/dA.

energy fraction -4r and charge (displayed as dQ/dc) with

A • Xp/Pi • Experimental data from [10.191. The curves

are calculated for the experimental beam momentum. 24 GeV/c.

9. A quark and an antiquark with transverse momenta k, and

-k, are produced at a distance 2U,/K from each other.

They carry an orbital angular momentum L whxch is compen-

sated if the spins are polarized in the opposite direction.

10a. If the colour flux of a confined field ends at the particle

and the antiparticle like vortex lines, the external forces.

F and -F act along the same line and give no torque.

10b. For a particle-antiparticle pair produced in an external

homogeneous field, the forces F and -F do give a torque.

11. The fractions of A-particles produced with the mechanisms

I-IV described in the main text as functions of Xp in a

proton fragmentation region. (The calculations are for 400

GeV/c proton lab. momentum.)

12. The ratio in eq. (13) is shown as the full line corresponding

to the model prediction for A-polarization normalized to 1

at In e.g. a proton-proton interaction A's stemming

from the opposite hemisphere (xF < 0) are polarized oppositely

and the resulting subtracted prediction is shown by a dashed

line.

13. The fractions for £° and E corresponding to fig. 11 for

the A-particles.

14. The ratio in fie 12 for the A-particles shown for £° and E .

15. The fractions for £~ from the different reaction mechanisms

described in the main text.

16. Levelcurves for fixed polarisation of E as functions of

the polarisation of the produced d" (02) and s-quarks (a.)

when the polarization of the J-quark is a. • 0 (fig. 16a)

and 0.5 (fig. 16b).
1
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